The Society of Computed Body Tomography & Magnetic Resonance (SCBT-MR) is pleased to announce its 40th Annual Course, Masters in Body Imaging, to be held September 9-13, 2017 at the Omni Nashville Hotel.

WHAT IS THE SCBT-MR?
SCBT-MR is an organization dedicated to advancing health by promoting excellence and value in CT and MR practice through education and innovation.

- Innovation and translation of the best CT and MR science
- Appropriate and safe use of CT and MR technologies
- The highest quality education by involved, accessible experts
- A community of Fellows and Members

WHO WILL BE AT THE MEETING?

- More than 50% of SCBT-MR Fellows hold major leadership positions in their institutions, including department chairs, vice chairs, modality chiefs, and division heads
- Membership represents more than 331 practices and academic institutions
- Meeting attendance is 99% physicians

WHAT DID THEY SAY ABOUT THE 2016 MEETING?

- Very good presentation of new techniques, technology, and evolving practice patterns.
- The ability to talk one on one with experts. This meeting is unique in that the speakers are very approachable. The meeting is unique in that it focuses on how to do something. It is an opportunity to learn about new techniques and how to implement them.
- Excellent clinically relevant talks. Excellent dovetailing of scientific and clinical information.
- Provided real life information. What can be used to today and what is on the horizon. The keynote address was fantastic.
- Great up to date information on new imaging protocols and great detailed overviews of different aspects body imaging like adrenal pearls and attention to PIRADS imaging.
- 98.8% say the content was relevant to their practice

WHAT WILL 2017 BRING?

- Technology-focused society and program -- Lectures at the meeting focus on the transition of technology research to practice
- Program hours have been optimized to allow you more uninterrupted time to conduct business and share valuable information with radiology professionals.
- Face-to-face time with leadership-level staff with the power to make purchasing decisions.
- Unopposed exhibit time! Join conference attendees at meals, educational activities and special events. Food functions held in the exhibit areas during exhibit hours will provide our attendees with ample opportunities to visit with your company representatives in a casual atmosphere.
HOW DO YOU SIGN UP?
Would you like to discuss how we can work together? Please contact staff to set up a call with an SCBT-MR Leader.

View the Exhibitor Prospectus
Complete Application for Exhibits and Corporate Support
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